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ACROSS 
1. Hey! Journalists act like dictators (8)
5. Say, man, put out some residents of

Belize (6)
10. A neurotic Hell in an Allen film (5,4)
11. Lo! I go about northern home (5)
12. Atlas's right beast loses his head (4)
13. Drunken, whiny, elite gin maker (3,7)
15. Kicking a veil about (5)
16. Feminist movement wrecked womb lines

(6,3)
20. Hopper work recreated dire years (4,5)
21. Dug retro fabric (5)
22. Big talker can help a ton initially; Bert

beat up big puller (10)
25. Kitties don't go back (4)
27. Two body parts below the waist sound

good (5)
28. Identify Ontario king straight away?

"Beats me!" (1,4,4)
29. Fisherman TJ on TV (6)
30. Agitated, moody, sad ending (8)

DOWN
1. Draw confused male in, say, Washington

(9)
2. HR notices president's launch in Kansas

with mouthpieces? (4,5)
3. Heartless rebel dance (4)
4. Took a pill, settled at first and then chilled

(9)
6. A library section missing a piece and

buzzing fan (10)
7. Literary lion leaning without its foot (5)
8. As an example, three little pigs

alternatively in their home (5)
9. Source of Sweet'n Low like molasses (4)

14. NSA creation erects Deco complex (6,4)
17. Swimming game: throw ring in a busy

pool after most of March (5,4)
18. Calrissian failing... no... barely passing a

place for dreamers (4,2,3)

19. Wartime cry was raised in Mumbai, once
(5,4)

22. Shell sounds like a hit (5)
23. Crockett's last stand is back in from

Alabama (5)
24. Farmer's dream took the top off of wheat,

e.g. (4)
26. Scrap the first half of the alphabet? (4)


